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ON SOME CONNECTIONS ON LOCALLY PRODUCT
RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS - PART I
Nevena Pušić1
Abstract. It is a well-known fact that a Riemannian metric on a differentible manifold induces a Riemannian metric on its submanifold and,
hence, a Riemannian connection on the manifold induces a Riemannian
connection on its submanifold. In this paper, we consider the problems
in a converse direction and consider ﬁve connections from the family of
”projective class” on global manifold which can induce a given Riemannian
connection on the submanifold. Also, we consider the induced connection
on the supplement of the submanifold, if the space is decomposable.
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1.

Introduction

Subspaces of certain spaces have always attracted scientiﬁc interest. Especially Riemannian manifolds and their submanifolds were interesting for consideration. Also, other spaces which were built on the basis of Riemannian spaces,
but carrying diﬀerent structures besides Riemannian metrics and Levi-Civita
(Riemannian) connection and objects induced by them on submanifolds have
been a research subject over a centurye. Even contemporary generalizations
of Riemannian space, which have very strong applications in physics and other
sciences, like Lagrange and Hamiltonian spaces of any rank, still keep the same
method: considering diﬀerent kinds of subspaces (submanifolds) by a kind of
coordinate transformation, then consider some kinds of connections and other
geometric objects, and after that analyze which kinds of objects are induced
([1]). Even Riemannian spaces still can give some interesting and useful information about its subspaces carrying some special structures ([2, 4]).
Another topic in this paper are some special connections on a Riemannian
manifold. Since the third decade of the last century, Riemannian spaces are
mines of families of special connections and they still are ([3, 5, 6]). Here
we consider some special connections. Shortly, we do not want to ﬁnd out
which kind of connection is induced on a submanifold by a connection given
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on the ambiental space, but the converse, how could a connection given on
the submanifold of a Riemannian space be naturally extended to the ambiental
space.
Here we use the method which has been promoted by Kentaro Yano ([7]).

2.

About locally product spaces

Let Mn be an n−dimensional locally product space such that Mn is a
locally product space Mp × Mq of p− and q− dimensional spaces Mp and Mq
(p + q = n). Then, Mn is covered by such a system of coordinate neighborhoods
{(U, xh )} that in any intersection of two coordinate neighborhoods (U, xh ) and
′
(U ′ , xh ) we have

(2.1)

′

′

′

′

xa = xa (xa ) and xx = xx (xx )

with
′

′

|∂a xa | ̸= 0 and |∂x xx | ̸= 0,
where ∂h denotes ∂/∂xh , the indices a, b, c, d run over the range 1, 2, ..., p, the
indices x, y, z, w run over the range p + 1, ..., p + q = n and the indices h, i, j, k, l
run over the range 1, 2, ..., n. Such a coordinate system will be called a separating coordinate system in Mn .
If we deﬁne Fih by
(
(2.2)

(Fih )

=

δ ab
0

0
−δ xy

)

in each separating coordinate neighborhood, Fih is a tensor ﬁeld on Mn , which
satisﬁes Fji Fih = δ hj . If Mn is a Riemannian manifold, its metric tensor is of the
form
(
(2.3)

(gij ) =

gab
0

0
gxy

)

and component-subspaces are mutually orthogonal. We call the tensor F the
product structure tensor. Then, there exists the covariant structure tensor

(2.4)

Fji = Fjt gti

and there holds
(2.5)

Fjt Fks gts = gjk .
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By this fact, it is obvious that the covariant structure tensor is symmetric and
in fact
[
]
gcb
0
(2.6)
Fji =
0 −gxy
If gcb depends only on xa and gxy depends only on xz , we call the space a locally
decomposable Riemannian space. For a locally decomposable Riemannian space,
we have
{a }
{a }
{xcb } = 0, {xzb } = 0,
cy = 0,
zy = 0.
It is a very well-known fact ([7]) that the necessary and suﬃcient condition for
a locally product Riemannian space to be a locally decomposable Riemannian
space is that
◦

∇j Fih = 0,

(2.7)
or, equivalently

◦

∇j Fih = 0

(2.8)
◦

where ∇ denotes a covariant diﬀerentiation operator with respect to the LeviCivita connection.

3.

Almost product Riemannian spaces

Let it be given a diﬀerentiable manifold Mn and its submanifold Mp . Then
at any point of the submanifold the tangent space of the submanifold is a distribution P in the tangent space of the manifold; at any point, which means
globally, there exists a complementary distribution Q. If we introduce a properly
chosen Riemannian metrics on this manifold, these two distributions will be mutually orthogonal. An alternative method of considering these two distributions
is given in [1].
Under these conditions, for any vector with components (v h ) which is tangent
to the manifold Mn , there exist projection tensors Pih and Qhi such that there
holds
(3.1)

v h = δ hi v i = Pih v i + Qhi v i ,

while Pih v i belongs to the distribution P and Qhi v i belongs to the distribution
Q. Then it is obvious that there holds
δ hi = Pih + Qhi .
We can deﬁne the structure tensor F in the following way:
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Fih = Pih − Qhi .

From the upper equality, there holds
1 h
1
(δ + Fih ), Qhi = (δ hi − Fih ).
2 i
2
We can easily conclude that both projection tensors and structure tensor F
are given globally.
If we take p linearly independent contravariant vectors Bbh (a, b, c, ... =
1, ..., p; x, y, z, ... = p + 1, ..., p + q) which belong to the distribution P and q linearly independent contravariant vectors Cyh which belong to the distribution Q,
then these n vectors are linearly independent (the lower index in both cases
denotes the ordinal number of the vector). The inverse of the matrix (Bbh , Cyh )
we denote by (Bia , Ciz ). There hold the identities
Pih =

Bbh Bha = δ ab ,

Bbh Chy = 0,

Cyh Bhc = 0,

Cyh Chz = δ zy .

We call the set (Bbh , Cyh ) a nonholomorphic frame. Then, there holds
Bah Bia = Pih ,

Cxh Cix = Qhi

for the projection tensors and also

(3.2)

Pih Pji = Pjh ,

Pih Qij = 0,

Pji Qhi = 0,

Qhi Qij = Qhj .

This obviously leads to the involutivity of the structure
Fih Fji = δ hj .

(3.3)

The eigen values for the structure tensor F are ±1. Let v h be an eigen vector
with eigenvalue 1. Then
1 h
(δ − Fih )v i = 0,
2 i
which means that such a vector belongs to the distribution P. The distribution
P is an invariant subspace of the tangent space for the tensor F, with the eigen
value 1, whose multiplicity is p. The distribution Q is the invariant subspace of
the tangent space for the tensor F, with the eigen value −1, whose multiplicity
is q.
An n−dimensional diﬀerentiable manifold Mn with a structure tensor F
deﬁned in such a way is called an almost product space.
A distribution is integrable (or it satisﬁes an integrability conditions) if and
only if there exist a manifold of dimension p whose tangent space is the given
Fih v i = v h ,

Qhi v i =
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distribution. As we have started from a submanifold of the given manifold which
has a distribution P as the tangent space, the distribution P is integrable. In
analytical form, the submanifold and its tangent space are expressed in the
form of a system of (coordinate) functions at one side and a system of (formal)
partial diﬀerential equations whose solution is that system of function. So we
can give the conditions for such a system of partial diﬀerential equations to
have a solution satisfying an initial problem; in fact, there are real integrability
conditions expressed analytically
h
l
Nij
− Nij
Flh = 0,

where
N F (X, Y ) = [F X, F Y ] − F [F X, Y ] − F [X, F Y ] − [X, Y ],
and in the case of locally product space, in local coordinates

(3.4)

h
Nij
= Fjl (∂l Fih − ∂i Flh ) − Fil (∂l Fjh − ∂j Flh )

is the Nijenhuis’ tensor for an almost product structure.
The complemetary distribution Q can also be tangent to a submanifold of a
given manifold, if it is integrable. This integrability condition is
h
l
Nij
+ Nij
Flh = 0.

As there exists the manifold Mp , the ﬁrst integrability condition is satisﬁed. The
second one will be satisﬁed if and only if the Nijenhuis’ tensor vanishes. If the
complementary distribution is integrable, then ”the rest ” of the manifold is also
a submanifold, and then we can consider it. Then the almost product structure
on the manifold can became under some, not too strong, conditions, a locally
product structure, which means that there will exist a system of coordinate
neighborhoods of such kind that on the intersection of two of them there holds
′

′

xa = xa (xa ),

′

′

xx = xx (xx ).

Then, the locally product structure induced by such a system of coordinate
neighborhoods will be equal to the initial almost product structure.
It is almost obvious that there holds the following proposition.
Proposition 1. If on a submanifold of a diﬀerentiable manifold there is given
a Riemannian metrics, there exists a globally given Riemannian metric on the
whole manifold such that it induces on the submanifold the exactly given metric.
It is easy to prove such a statement. One can consider in the tangent space
of the manifold a distribution P which consists of all tangent vectors to the
manifold that are also tangent to the submanifold. On that distribution P the
function of scalar product is deﬁned through the given metric tensor on the
submanifold. There exists also a globally given comlementary distribution Q
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and its basic vectors at any point. We shall deﬁne a global metric taking into
account two things:
- every basic vector from the distribution Q is orthogonal to any basic vector
of the distribution P.
- mutual scalar product of basic vectors from the distribution Q will be also
deﬁned.
In this way, on the whole manifold there will be given the scalar product
function, that is metric coeﬃcients. If the metric on the distribution Q is deﬁned
as symmetric and positively deﬁnite, then the complete metrics on the whole
manifold is Riemannian.
The subsequence of such a statement is the following proposition.
Proposition 2. If a Rimannian metric is given on a submanifold of a diﬀerentiable manifold, then there will exists a globally given Riemannian connection
on the whole manifold such that the connection induced by it on the submanifold
is the same which is deteminated by the given metric.
Whenever there is a Riemannian metric given on a manifold, there will also
be given a Riemannian connection.
If the other distribution of an almost product space is integrable (which happens if and only if the Nijenhuis’ tensor vanihes), this Riemannian connection
induces a Riemannian connection on the comlementary distribution. This is
the reason for the well-known statement: If a curve is a geodesic line on a
submanifold, it is a geodesic line on the entire manifold.

4.

Some standard connections on Riemannian spaces

We shall consider a locally product Riemannian space and some standard
connections which may be given on it; we are going to investigate which kinds of
connections will be induced on each subspace by it. Also, we shall see what is going to happen in the case when the space is a locally decomposable Riemannian
space.
First, we shall consider a projective connection on the Riemannian space,
which is additionally a locally product space. It is a symmetric connection and
its autoparallel lines are geodesic lines on the manifold (i. e. autoparallel lines of
{ } i dxj
2 k
dxk
its Levi-Civita connection, given by the equation ddtx2 + kji dx
∂t ∂t = α(t) ∂t ).
Its coeﬃcients are given by
{ }
(4.1)
Γhji = hji + pj δ hi + pi δ hj ,
where pj are components of a covector ﬁeld. Then, we can easily get for the
coeﬃcient of a projective connection in the separating coordinate
{ } system
Γabc = {abc } + pb δ ac + pc δ ab ; Γabz = {abz } + pz δ ab = Γazb ; Γaxy = axy ;
{ }
{ }
Γxyz = xyz + py δ xz + pz δ xy ; Γxyc = xyc + pc δ xy = Γxcy ; Γxab = {xab } .
In the general case, a projective connection which is given on the whole
space induces on every component of locally product Riemannian space also
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a projective connection. When the projection of the generator pj on some of
subspaces vanishes (although the vector itself does not vanish), the projective
connection on global space induces a Riemannian connection on that subspace
and a projective connection on the other one.
If the locally product Riemannian space is decomposable, then not all of
mixed coeﬃcients of the projective connection vanish; so, the projective connection is not a strongly d−connection. The covariant derivatives of the structure
tensor are
◦
◦
◦
∇a Fcb =∇a Fcb ; ∇a Fxb =∇a Fxb − 2px δ ba ; ∇a Fby =∇a Fby ;
◦

◦

◦

◦

◦

∇a Fyx =∇a Fyx ; ∇x Fba =∇x Fba ; ∇x Fby =∇x Fby + 2pb δ yx ;
∇x Fya =∇x Fya ; ∇x Fyz =∇x Fyz .
The symbol ∇ denotes the covariant diﬀerentiation operator with respect to the
projective connection.
Secondly, we shall consider a semi-symmetric metric connection on
the locally product space. It is a connection which is metric (i. e. ∇k gij =
i
∂k gij − Γhik ghj − Γhjk gih = 0), and its torsion tensor Tjk
= Γijk − Γikj is expressed
in the way
i
Tjk
= pj δ ik − pk δ ij ,
where pj are components of a covector ﬁeld. It is well known that the coeﬃcients
of such a connection can be expressed in the following way
Γijk =

(4.2)

{i }
jk

+ pj δ ik − pi gjk .

where pj and pi are covariant and contravariant components of the same vector
(covector) ﬁeld which is appearing in the expression for the torsion tensor components. Now we are going to calculate the coeﬃcients of such a connection in
a separating coordinate system.
{ }
Γabc = {abc } + pb δ ac − pa gbc ; Γabz = {abz } = Γazb ; Γaxy = axy − pa gxy = Γayx ;
{ }
{ }
Γxab = {xab } − px gab ; Γxyc = xyc = Γxcy ; Γxyz = xyz + py δ xz − px gyz .
We can notice that all mixed components of metric semi-symmetric connection in a separating coordinate system are in fact symmetric. It is also obvious
that the semi-symmetric metric component given globally on a locally product Riemannian space is inducing a semi-symmetric metric connection on every
component of such a space. If the projection of a generating vector on some
component of the space vanishes, then the induced connection on such a component will reduce to a Riemannian connection. The covariant derivatives of
the structure tensor components in a such coordinate system are
◦

◦

◦

∇a Fcb =∇a Fcb ; ∇a Fyb =∇a Fyb ; ∇a Fcy =∇a Fcy + 2px gac ;
◦

◦

◦

∇a Fxy =∇a Fcy ; ∇x Fzy =∇x Fzy ; ∇x Fay =∇x Fay ;
◦

◦

∇x Fza =∇x Fza + 2pa gxz ; ∇x Fba =∇x Fba .
The structure tensor cannot be parallel unless the connection reduces to a Riemannian connection trivially.
Then will hold the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. If on a submanifold of a Riemannian manifold there is given a
Riemannian connection, then there exists a global uniquely determinated
a) projective
b) semi-symmetric metric connection
with the generator whose projection to the submanifold vanishes, such that it
induces the given Riemannian connection on the submanifold. If there exists a
complementary manifold, the global connection induces
a) projective
b) semi-symmetric metric connection
on it.
These two connections are not F −connections as they are not taking account
of its locally product nature and do not preserve it.

5.

On holomorphically-projective, mirror and product
semi-symmetric metric connections on locally product
and decomposable Riemannian space

We consider a locally product Riemannian space and geodesic lines on it. Besides the property of minimizing the distance between two points, a geodesic line
is autoparallel with respect to the Riemannian connection, which means that
the direction of its tangent vector stays preserved during a parallel displacement
along the same curve. Curves which are autoparallel for the projective connection are geodesic (autoparallel) lines for Riemannian connection. If we have a
structure on the same space, for every vector v h which is not an eigen vector
for the structure, we have its image Fih v i made by the structure in the tangent
space; in other words, we shall have a holomorphic plane. If, during the parallel displacement along a curve on the manifold holomorphic planes determined
by a vector tangent to the curve and by the vector which is holomorphic to it
stay parallel to itself, that curve is called a holomorphically planar curve.
If the space is decomposable, its geodesic lines are holomorphically planar,
as the structure tensor is parallel.
Here is the diﬀerential equation of a holomorphically planar curve

(5.1)

r
d2 xh {h } dxi dxj
dxh
h dx
+
=
α(t)
+
β(t)F
ij
r
dt2
dt dt
dt
dt

for the Riemannian connection.
The connection which shares strictly holomorphically planar curves with Riemannian connection, if it is symmetric, has components of the form

(5.2)

Γhji =

{h }
ji

+ pj δ hi + pi δ hj + qj Fih + qi Fjh .

We call the connection with components (5.2) a holomorphically projective
connection ([3]).
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As this connection should preserve the geometry of the space, then in the
case of locally decomposable space, the structure tensor has also to be parallel
to the holomorphically projective connection. We can calculate
◦

∇k Fji =∇k Fji + δ ik (ps Fjs − qj ) + Fki (qs Fjs − pj ).
The covariant derivative of the structure tensor is equal to its Levi-Civita covariant derivative if and only if there holds
ps Fjs = qj ,

(5.3)

qs Fjs = pj .

The connection which displaces the tangent vector along the curve to a
vector holomorphic to it at any close point we shall call a mirror connection.
Its components are given by the expression
Γijk =

(5.4)

{i }
jk

+ qj Fki + qk Fji .

The mirror connection is not an F −connection. It is a connection which has
autoparallel lines in common with a holomorphically projective connection depending on the same generating vector.
There is one more connection which can be of interest in this context. This
is product semi-symmetric metric connection. We considered a semisymmetric metric connection on a Riemannian space. Its coeﬃcients were
uniquely determined by its torsion tensor and by the fact that it was metric. So, we have to broaden the deﬁnition of semi-symmetry and include the
structure tensor in it. So,
i
Γijk − Γikj = Tjk
= pj δ ik − pk δ ij + qj Fki − qk Fji .

(5.5)

From the form of torsion tensor and from the fact that the connection is metric
we can obtain, by the standard calculation, the coeﬃcients of the connection:
Γijk =

(5.6)

{i }
jk

+ pj δ ik − pi gjk + qj Fki − q i Fjk .

Finally, we shall calculate the covariant derivarives for the structure tensor
components:
◦

∇k Fji =∇k Fji + δ ik (ps Fjs − qj ) + Fjk (q s Fsi − pi ) + Fki (qs Fjs − pj )
+gjk (ps Fsi − q i ).
It is obvious that the covariant derivative of the structure tensor equals to its
Levi-Civita covariant derivative if and only if there holds
(5.7)

qs Fjs = pj

and vice versa, as the structure is involutive.
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Now we shall see the exact acting of such connections on locally product and
decomposable Riemannian spaces.
1) Holomorphically projective connection
It the coeﬃcients, in accordance with the structure tensor form in separating
coordinate system, have the form
Γabc = {abc } + pb δ ac + pc δ ab + qb Fca + qc Fba = {abc } + 2pb δ ac + 2pc δ ab ;
{ }
Γabx = {abx } + 2px δ ab = Γaxb ; Γaxy = axy = Γayx ;
{ }
{ }
Γxyc = xyc + 2pc δ xy = Γxcy ; Γxab = {xab } ; Γ xyz = xyz + 2py δ xz + 2pz δ xy .
So, a holomorphically projective connection given globally on the locally
product Riemannian space induces on any its component a projective connection
with double generator. If the projection of the generator on some component
vanishes, then the holomorhically projective connection induces the Riemannian
connection on that component and a projective connection on the other one.
We can notice that the holomorphically projective connection is not a strongly
d-connection, which means that at least one of its mixed coeﬃcients does not
vanish identically; those mixed components which do not vanish have torsion
tensors and look somehow ”semi-symmetric”, although the connection is symmetric.
2) Mirror connection
Mirror connection
{ } has the coeﬃcients
Γijk = ijk + qj Fki + qk Fji .
It is not a metric nor F −connection, although it is symmetric. We call it
a ”mirror” connection because during a parallel displacement along he curve
which is satisfying the diﬀerential equation (3.1) the tangent vector direction
turns into the holomorphic one (acts like a mirror). Let us denote pj = qa Fja .
Then
{ }
Γabc = {abc }+pb δ ac +pc δ ab ; Γabx = {abx }−px δ ab = Γaxb ; Γaxy = axy = Γayx ;
{ }
{ }
Γxyc = xyc − pc δ xy = Γxcy ; Γxab = {xab } ; Γxyz = xyz + py δ xz + pz δ xy .
This means that the mirror connection on both subspaces-components of
locally product Riemannian space induces a projective connection whose generator is the image of the mirror-connection’s generator by structure tensor, unless
some of projections of the generator vanishes. Then, the induced connection on
that subspace-component reduces to a Riemannian connection.
The mirror connection also cannot be a strongly d-connection, as at least
two of its mixed coeﬃcients do not vanish.
3) Product semi-symmetric metric connection
It has {
the }coeﬃcients
Γijk = ijk + pj δ ik − pi gjk + qj Fki − q i Fjk ,
where qj = Fja pa and vice versa. In the separating coordinate system, it will be
{ }
Γabc = {abc } + 2pb δ ac + 2pc δ ab ; Γabx = {abx } = Γaxb ; Γaxy = axy = Γayx ;
{ }
{ }
Γxab = {xab } = Γxba ; Γxya = xya = Γxay ; Γxyz = xyz + 2py δ xz + 2pz δ xy .
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We can make the following conclusion: a metric semi-symmetric F −connection given globally on a locally product Riemannian space induces on any subspace-component a metric semi-symmetric connection with double generator. If
the generator’s projection on some subspace-components vanishes, the induced
connection reduces to a Riemannian connection.
If the space is decomposable, the product semi-symmetric metric connection
is a strongly d−connection, and this fact may be of some geometric meaning.
Meanwhile, similar statements hold for the other kinds of connections, on
submanifolds and the entire manifold. The connections on submanifolds can
have their extensions on entire manifold, which can be a connection of the
same, but also of another kind. If the distributions P and Q are given (and if
the submanifold is deﬁned, they are given), there are known projections of an
arbitrary vector tangent to the manifold on these distributions.
We have seen that the necessary and suﬃcient condition for the second distribution in almost product space to be integrable is that Nijenhuis’ tensor should
vanish. Let us supposse that this condition is satisﬁed and that, moreover, the
almost product structure is of such kind that it is parallel to the given Riemannian connection. Then, the considered Riemannian space is decomposable and
there exist some F −connections. Then there holds the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If on one of subspace-components of a locally decomposable Riemannian space there is given a Riemannian connection, then there exists a
uniquely determined global connection which is
a) holomorphically projective
b) mirror
c) product semi-symmetric metric connection
with the generator whose projection on this subspace-component vanishes, which
is a global extension of the given Riemannian connection. On the other subspacecomponent, this global connection will induce
a) projective
b) projective
c) semi-symmetric metric connection
respectively.
There also will hold the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let on a submanifold of a Riemannian manifold be given
a) projective
b) semi-symmetric metric connection.
Then there will exist a globally given
a) projective
b) semi-symmetric metric connection
on the whole manifold which is an extension of a given connection on the submanifold.
For the decomposable Riemannian space, there will hold the following theorem.
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Theorem 4. If on one of subspace-components of a decomposable Riemannian
space there is given
a) projective
b) semi-symmetric metric connection,
then there exists a globally given uniquely determined
a) one holomorphically projective and one mirror
b) product semi-symmetric metric connection
respectively, which are natural extensions of the given connection on the subspacecomponent. On the other subspace-component, it induces
a) a projective or a Riemannian
b) a semi-symmetric metric or a Riemannian
connection, in dependance of the kind of generators of the globally given connection.
The proofs of these theorems are given in Sections 4 and 5.
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